one of the college buildings, it is rung by a long rope and when it rings you can hear it about a mile off. The first time it rings in the morning is for to get up and dress and about 6 or an hour afterwards it rings again for to go to prayers. There is prayers up the college every morning and night, and preaching every Sunday. The professors preach in turns, and the students are bound to go to church every Sunday ap and every Sunday evening bound to say a bible lesson, each class. We go to prayers in the morning before breakfast and soon after prayers we have to recite a lesson all the whole college recite the same time, but they recite in different rooms and there are four different classes. Before breakfast recite one hour, the bell rings then we go from recitation right on to breakfast, after breakfast the bell rings for to go studying, study 3 hours then the bell rings at eleven o'clock to recite again, the whole college recites until twelve, being one hour at recitation. Then at eleven is dinner. The college bell rings for dinner, after dinner we study again 3 hours then the bell rings to recite again at four o'clock, recite 1 hour, soon after recitation is prayers in the evening, after prayers is supper. There are 3 recitations during a day. There are seven large buildings, which are the college, they are built out of rock and brick, each one five or six stories high. There are about 50 rooms in each building, they are for the students, but I have got a room by myself out in the town at Mrs. Harvey's. There are eight or nine professors, each one teaches.